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Overview

Updating the Firmware

Rock firmware can only be updated by Dealer Administrators or Installers. 

Cloud-hosted Rocks and On-premise Rocks follow the same steps with the exception of the extra step to download the firmware from Alcatraz AI and 
then uploading it (Step 3) to the customer appliance. 

Requirements before starting
1. Download the firmware package to a computer which is connected to the appliance.
2. Login credentials to the Alcatraz AI Admin Portal as Dealer Administrator Role or Installer Role
     Visit support.alcatraz.ai to see current releases and download.

1. Log into the Admin Portal
2. Go to Packages –-> Artifacts and check if the latest version is in the list
3. On-prem Only - Click Upload an artifact and select the file that was downloaded to your computer from an Alcatraz AI link. Uploading can take several minutes. 
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4. Go to Packages –-> Deployments – The list displays deployments that have been scheduled in the past.
5. Click Create a Deployment and the Add deployments side pane will open up.
6. Enter a Deployment name – this can be anything but best practice is to be descriptive by using Rock name and firmware version number.

7. Select the Artifact Name – this is the firmware for the updating the Rock.
8. In Devices drop down menu, select Search by Site and then start typing to see 

the site name. Optionally search by Account or Device ID.
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9. A list of Rocks in the Site will be displayed.  Make sure ALL Rocks that need to be updated are selected before clicking Submit.
10. Every 5-10 minutes the update jobs will be checked and processed. View the status change of the update by refreshing the page. The Status will change as 

the update progresses until Deployment Status = finished. 
11. Each Rock will be offline for about a minute when the Rock requires a restart.
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12. Click on the name to open up the Deployment job. A successful update will show success and the number in the blue circle will indicate how many Rocks got 
updated successfully if multiple Rocks were being updated. Ensure the job is a success and there are no failures. 
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13. To verify the new version for the Rock, go to Device Management –->Devices and click on the Name
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14. The information page for the Rock will open. Scroll down midway and check the Firmware Release
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